Independent cytotoxic and inflammatory responses to zinc oxide nanoparticles in human monocytes and macrophages.
Significant public and scientific concerns remain for the use of nanoparticles (NPs) in commercial products, particularly those applied topically for skin care. There are currently a range of metal oxides formulated into many sunscreens that are present at the nanoscale. In this study, we sought to determine the effect of the size and dispersion of one type of these NPs (zinc oxide) on immune cell function and cytotoxicity for human macrophages and monocytes, which are key cells for particle and debris clearance in the skin. We have found that particle size and coating, but surprisingly, not agglomeration, are key determinates of nanoparticle cytotoxicity in an in vitro culture system of human immune cells. Most importantly, we found that this nanoparticle-induced cellular immune signalling, can be decoupled from cytotoxicity and surface coating, so that at an equivalent cytotoxic load, smaller particles induce a greater cellular response.